**TRANSITION WORDS**

**Addition** - the act or process of adding or uniting.
- Furthermore
- Also
- In addition
- And

**Alternative** - a choice limited to one of two or more possibilities, as of things, propositions, or courses of action, the selection of which precludes any other possibility
- Alternatively
- Conversely
- On the other hand

**Comparison** - the considering of two things with regard to some characteristic that is common to both
- Similarly
- Likewise

**Concession** - the act of conceding or yielding, as a right, a privilege, or a point or fact in an argument
- Nevertheless

**Contrast** - to compare in order to show unlikeness or differences; note the opposite natures, purposes, etc.
- However
- But
- Yet
- In contrast

**Exemplification** - something that exemplifies; an illustration or example
- For example
- For instance

**Intensification** - to make more acute; strengthen or sharpen
- Indeed
- Moreover

**Repetition** - the act of repeating; repeated action, performance, production, or presentation
- In other words
- As has been noted

**Result** - to spring, arise, or proceed as a consequence of actions, circumstances, premises, etc.; be the outcome; to terminate or end in a specified manner or thing.
- Therefore
- Consequently
- As a result
- Because
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